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Abstract—
Cloud computing is important on current demanding business requirements and it has been emerged as unavoidable technology. The usage of
memory storage for Cloud Computing IaaS Service is expanding exponentially every year. The cloud storages are used by the cloud user due
to less storage cost compare with other storage methods. The replication of files provides high availability, reliability. It helps in attractive the
data availability which reduces the overall access time of the files, but at the same time it occupies more storage space and yielded high
storage cost. The cloud user holds storage space twice than which is needed. It is a dire need of a system to find unwanted files in the cloud
and the frequency of file access in order to optimize the storage space in cloud.
This paper proposed a system, Cloud Storage Monitoring (CSM) system, which is monitoring the IaaS storage usage and analyzes the file
access patterns to identify the frequency of access, size, future access prediction, replication of files in the cloud storage. The proposed system
generates a ranking for each file which predicts future access pattern. The CSM system generates a report to the user to rearrange or delete or
archive the files to eliminate duplicate files in the cloud storage and increase the availability of the files. The CSM system is experimented in
the CloudSim environment, the results showed that the availability have been increased and the storage space is reduced as 10.91% lower
than the normal system.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Cloud Storage, File access pattern.

1. Introduction

2. Related work

The data replication service of cloud storage duplicates the records
in real time to increase the availability of the records which in turn
increases the hardware cost. The data replication service consists of
data replication, file replication, cloning infrastructure and remote
storage replication. The cloud storage replication services determine
of redundancy which is invaluable on main storage when backup
system fails.
As the result, replication is used to reach highest availability at high
cost. It is degrading the performance of the service when the cost
benefits accrued from the replication process is lower than the cost
of replication. The replications also increase delay in request and
response transaction in cloud environments. The predictive autoscaling systems forecasting future storage workload of the cloud
service and adjusting by compute storage
capacity in order to meet the future needs. The system also generates
a decision based on the future forecast usage which can be calculated
through the performance indicator’s value.

The monitoring of cloud storage is one among the emerging research
filed in cloud research. There are many active research works have
contributed to the field in last ten years.
Ali et al., Samuel A. Ajila and Chung-Horng Lung [1] have
developed a system "An autonomic prediction suite for cloud
resource provisioning”. Their proposed system predicted the
workload pattern. The work load patterns have assumed the database
layer, which has no negative impact on prediction with respect to
auto-scaling accuracy. Their system is required to be enhanced for
handling the other pattern of workloads also. Annal et al., [2] have
reported a research plan to increase the efficiency of the cloud
storage as well as reduce the threads without affecting the key
features of the cloud storage system. They also presented a ranking
algorithm which was ranked the files based on their accessing
frequencies. The results showed that there is an improvement on
optimizing used space, server performance, response time delay.
However, the algorithm required a high cost of operation.
Prabavathy et al., [3] have presented “Improving Read Throughput
of Deduplicate Cloud Storage using Frequent Pattern-Based
Prefetching Technique” to recognizes the frequent access patterns on
history of usage. It is also predicting the “combine of fingerprints”
which is most probably be accessed in the immediate future on the
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cache values. Sarbjeet Singh et al., [4] have designed dynamic
rebalancing strategy. The strategy was using the reduplication
technique to rebalance the dynamic requests. It was simulated in
CloudSim simulator. The result showed the significant improvement
on effectiveness of the dynamic rebalancing. The presented
algorithm can be extended to improve the consistency and
replicating process with popular blocks of data files having similar
properties.

storage space which can create a shared platform through dynamic
storage layers [7]. The storage virtualization technology provides
built-in availability, scalability and security to applications.

3. Cloud storage architecture

3.4. Design principles of cloud storage:

The cloud architecture provides a cloud solution structure which is
comprise of both “on-premises” and “cloud storage” resources as
shown in Figure 1. The software having different component
services, middleware, and geo-location services. It
is externally having visible parameters on the relationships between
interfaces [5].

The main design principles of cloud storage with requirements such
as availability, scalability, cost reliability, simplicity, multi-tenancy,
speed and bandwidth limitation. However, while many of these
design principles and patterns are not particular to the cloud, and
could be applied locally, they become necessary when building
reliable cloud services [8]. The Cloud storage should able to meet
requirements from unlimited and concurrent users and experiment
without affecting the system performance and usage speed. It uses
virtualization and prevents over limit provisioning and enhances the
efficiency which specific boundaries with the actual requirement on
physical storage allocation at the moment. When application grows
the storage blocks will automatically increase with system
requirements. It also decreases the amount of storage requirement on
service layer of applications which minimize the disk drives
constraints in energy consumption.

Figure 1: Cloud Storage Architecture

3.1. Cloud client interface layer:
This layer represents as a software layer which is provided by Cloud
storage providers to connect different Cloud users to avail the Cloud
IaaS storage service by using Internet connection. This layer also has
the authorization and authentication techniques in order to
authenticate and validate the users with their credentials by using the
single sign-on options.

Basic storage: It contains the hardware devices which can
encompass of different database servers and storage devices which
having heterogeneous nature such as DAS, SAN, NAS etc. This
storage also compiles on architecture layers on storage classification.

These cloud storage requirement services will be accessible at any
point of time when user requires IaaS storage. The techniques related
to decentralization such as replication, erasure codes which are used
for better availability and fault– tolerance process related to cloud
services in architecture layer. There is chance of data replication
which can be residing on the different servers in different locations it
can prevent a single point of failure. Suppose if primary system fails,
backup system needs to take over. It increases the data availability
features for the users [9]. At any point the data can be retrieved from
any combination of fragments which can decompose the original
structure. The other techniques such as Snapshot, replicating
framework and cloning services can be used for duplication of data
for better availability and reliability. This snapshot can simplify
access to stored data which can speed up the process of data
recovery. It can also increase the redundancy of data.

3.2. Cloud data management layer
The Data Management Layer also represents as a software layer
which is used to manage and validate data of particular cloud users
with respect to architecture and activities like data storage, data
partitioning, synchronization, and content distribution across storage
location, controlling data movement over the network, maintaining
consistency backup and data recovery replication [6]. It provides
capable data access with distribution of parameters values for the
data layer. It is also stores repeatedly used SQL statements in
memory areas by using the metadata in terms of performance
reduction which can avoids the need of additional time-consuming
recompilation at run-time. This layer data encrypted by using SHA
keys while update in the database which can have backed up and
automatically incorporate the security features.

3.3. Cloud storage layer
This cloud storage layer majorly consists of two parts: Storage
virtualization and Basic storage.
Storage Virtualization: It gives maps towards distributed on
heterogeneous storage devices and hardware having single allocated

IaaS creates virtual hardware devices such as virtual networks,
virtualized storage and virtual machines [10]. This IaaS layer is
tightly coupled on concepts of virtualization and the higher level
requirements of PaaS and Saas. In this case the cloud storage is
commonly used without other parts of IaaS Storage. This productive
features such as de-duplication increase storage utilization, thin
provisioning and reduces the amount of storage.

3.5. Challenges on cloud storage:
Nowadays most of organization are understand the benefits of
migrating data to a cloud storage service but at the same time cloud
services also having its own risks and drawbacks. In future cloud
storage services will replace the storage network in the
data center, mostly due to high sensitive transactional applications,
data-intensive, low-response time, and deals with critical data. Most
of use cases are related to organizations and companies having
substantial on-premise storage requirements related to cloud storage
from various vendors in a Public/Private/Hybrid model deployment.
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Interoperability of many organizations incorporating hybrid cloud
IaaS storage principles, it related with on-premise layer of
infrastructure on a key challenges in many organizations [14]. Most
of enterprise having concerns on-premises critical applications.
Vendor lock-in begins use on cloud IaaS storage vendor, the data
transmission to a different vendors having in-house becomes a costly
and complex operation. Almost 20 percent of enterprises had vendor
lock-in issues related to public/hybrid cloud storage.

4. Cloud storage monitoring (csm) system
A prediction and ranking based system is proposed to handle the deduplication in cloud storage with the following design objectives.
Identifying the frequency on access pattern
Provide prediction on file access
Identifying the duplication of files on cloud storage
Making storage efficient system.
Increasing efficiency of the system.
Improving search experience
Blocking duplication of files in future
The proposed research work, CSM system is rank the files based on
their popularity and the frequency of access [15]. The system
generates ranking report of the files and helps to optimize the storage
space and availability. The CMS system reduce the storage space by
de-duplication and increase the availability by keep the files ready
for access. The ranking is determined by using the frequency of
access and future access prediction of
files with the weight value of 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. The CSM
system is simulated in the CloudSim with the simple cloud storage
environment [16]. A sample file accessed environment is generated
as Table 1.
Table 1: File Accessed per week Vs Transaction Id
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Rank

Main.java
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File SizeinMB

Cost related to cloud storage services based on the amount of storage
capacity which was consumed by users and the number of IOPs
accomplished with respect of the amount of consumed bandwidth. It
may reduce cloud storage costs through optimization on deduplication and also taking advantage of pay-as-you-grow options
on choosing the respective cloud storage service provider [12,13]. It
meets all other challenge on the principles. Most of organizations
uses the public cloud which leads to optimize the cloud storage
costs.

Table 2: Ranking Base on Popularity

File Types

Security on public cloud is not more secure than in-house storage,
Most of IT managers aren't comfortable when dealing with sensitive
data on public environment. The sensitive data has been shared to
cloud provider having multi-tenancy infrastructure which is accessed
by public. The Cloudian expressed concerns 62 percent of survey
related to organizations security issues which is most common
challenge in cloud storage management [11].

The detailed file access history is given in Table 2. The ranking base
is shown in Table 2.

File Name(.Extn)

The organization is making difficult on enforcing cloud storage data
management policies and best practices on storage features.

4
2
3

1

1

5
2

The de-duplication process is carried out by using the following
serious of methods:
Comparison based on Files attributes
Comparison based on delta version and hashing
Data De-duplication

4.1. Comparison based on Files attributes
This technique is used to reduce the duplication of data at the file
level. It is comparing parameters of the file system includes the file
size, file type, file name, and date-modified information of two files
with the same attributes including file name being stored in a
system. It scans specific folders and identify the files which are
having same attributes [17]. This process running as usual
applications which could minimize the storage without demanding
overheads to the cloud performance.

4.2. Comparison based on delta version and hashing
The file-level de-duplication compares individual files on inside
data and variances within the files also compared to updates into a
file and then store those variances of "delta" details to the original
file. This file version techniques associates on file updates and it
stores the deltas value in other versions. The comparison process
through hashing techniques creates unique values on
mathematical "hash" representation of files. The hash values
compared for new file storage. This match on hashing provides
assurance that the files are same, and it can be removed. The
delta-encoding technique is used to identify the files having
similar attributes.

4.3. Data De-duplication
The redundant data have been eliminated through the data deduplication or single instancing. The de-duplication process used
in the cloud server can reduce the space requirement of the server.
Data de-duplication can implement in many forms. There is
multiple de-duplication strategies has been followed in different
organizations. Before implementing the de-duplication techniques
it is very essential to take backup Data de-duplication majorly
having three types. Compression is technique frequently used for
long time. Single-instance storage (SIS) which has used to
remove of redundant files from storage archives. Data
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comparison has detected the duplicate copy by comparing files.
If any match has been identified, then the file is discarded.

compared as shown in Figure 2. The proposed CSM system yielded
better performance in utilizing the storage space using deduplication s. There are five different files with the size of 0.08 MB,
0.11 MB, 0.41 MB, 0.55 MB and 1 MB are used for the
experiments. The average is taken from 100 independent trails.

4.4. Data Compression
Data compression technique mainly used to compress the given
file by reducing the size of files but not to recognize or eliminate
duplicate file. By using data compression empty space that
appears inside file can be removed. But still duplicate data is
available in local file and remains independent and data segments
within those files. The advantages of data compression just
compress the space which becomes isolated to each particular file.
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Table 4. Simulation results without CSM system
Servers

4.5. Single-Instance Storage
This technique also removes multiple copies of any file. It can
also detect and eliminate redundant copies of similar files. The
main usage is to keep only the single Instance where the pointers
are created for all other users having ownership of same file. The
SIS also checked the content of files and determines whether the
files are identical towards the existing file while uploading in
cloud storage. In some instance the user insert or change only
header level and may be most of file having redundant data in the
same file. For example: Most of the time user insert or change
only the title slide of a presentation and may be large amount date
of file having redundancy.

The CSM system has reduced the usage space as 6.66%, 13.88%,
12.19% for sever-1, server-2 and server-3 respectively than the
system without using CSM system. The de-duplication is carried
out to reduce the usage of storage space. The average deduplication is 3.8.

4.6. Data Comparison
The de-duplication methodology has detected the duplicate copy
of the file by comparing the first 50 bytes of the new and existing
files and last 50 bytes of new and existing files. This comparison
is done one by one byte with existing files in the IaaS storage.

5. Results and discussion
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Table 3: Simulation results with Proposed CSM system
Servers

No. of Duplication

The proposed algorithm has been simulated in Cloud Sim with
five files and 3 storage servers with each 5GB storage. The results
are tabulated as shown in Table 3.

Used Space in GB
Available Space in GB

Figure 2: Available Storage Space – Comparative

The similar environment is also simulated without using the
proposed CSM system as shown in Table 4 and the results are

6. Conclusion
The Cloud Storage Monitoring (CSM) system is proposed to
reduce the storage space in IaaS-Cloud Environment. The
frequency of files is quantified and ranked. The frequency and
popularity of the files are used for ranking. A prediction
framework is design to evaluate the ranking of files. The files are
moved or archived based on the ranking of the files. The identical
files are removed by using the de-duplication s. The CSM system
has improved the performance of IaaS storage by using deduplication . The simulated experiments have been carried out
with five files with the range from 0.11 MB to 1.00 MB. The CSM
system has given better performance as average of 10.91%
reduction more than “without using CSM” system and yielded the
average de-duplication is 3.8. Thus proposed CSM system
provided an efficient data storage. In future this system can be
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enhanced further for other series such as PaaS, SaaS in cloud
computing.
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